Paid opportunity at UC Magazine

University of Cincinnati Magazine seeks a UC journalism student for a paid internship to assist with writing and editing projects for the UC Magazine website. Work also may be considered for the print magazine.

The ideal candidate will be able to develop a feature pitch, refine the idea down to a manageable project, conduct interviews and deliver an accurate and compelling 500- to 2,000-word feature story. Students may assist with multimedia projects and may be expected to assist in gathering or directing photography.

Interns will receive hands-on guidance through the process by the magazine’s editors, but candidates should arrive with a solid grasp on writing, a basic understanding of editing and a willingness to put his or her ego aside to learn from professional criticism.

Interns will be compensated $10/hour and will be expected to work 10 to 15 hours a week.

Minimum qualifications:
- 3.0 grade point average
- Program track in journalism
- Familiar with AP Style

To apply:
Please send a cover letter, writing samples, a resume and a letter of recommendation to:

John Bach
Editor, UC Magazine
Email: john.bach@uc.edu

Or mail:
John Bach
Editor, UC Magazine
PO Box 210141
Cincinnati OH 45221